
FARGO Half-Panel YMCKO Ribbons are an economical solution for personalizing pre-printed or blank cards. The 
ribbons contain half-sized yellow (Y), magenta (M) and cyan (C) panels, a full-sized resin black (K) panel and a 
full-sized overlay (O) panel. Half-panel ribbons are ideal for printing a color photo or graphic (34mm maximum 
length), plus a black bar code, image or text anywhere on the card surface. The full-sized overlay (O) panel covers 
the entire card surface to protect all printed information. Available for FARGO Direct-to-Card Printers.

Using YMCKO  
Half-Panel Ribbon
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Personalizing a Blank Card with a Half-Panel Ribbon

BLANK CARD

Half-sized YMC Panels: Full-color images and graphics
can be printed anywhere on the card. The maximum
color print area is 34 millimeters in height when the

card is in portrait position. (See red lines in Exhibit A.)
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Exhibit A:

Full-sized Resin Black (K) Panel: Black text or bar 
code may be printed anywhere on the card.  

(See red boxes in Exhibit B.)

Full-sized Overlay (O) Panel: Covers entire card 
surface. (See red lines in Exhibit C.)
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Personalizing a Pre-Printed Card with a Half-Panel Ribbon
Half-sized YMC Panels: Full-color images and graphics
can be printed anywhere on the card. The maximum

color print area is 34 millimeters in length when the card 
is in landscape position. (See red lines in Exhibit A.)

Full-sized Resin Black (K) Panel: Black text or bar 
code may be printed anywhere on the card.  

(See red boxes in Exhibit B.)

Full-sized Overlay (O) Panel: Covers entire card 
surface. (See red lines in Exhibit C.)
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